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Abstract
Neural Machine Translations (NMT) models are capable of translating a single bilingual pair and require a new model for
each new language pair. Multilingual Neural Machine Translation (M-NMT) models are capable of translating multiple
language pairs, even pairs which it hasn’t seen before in training. Availability of parallel sentences is a known problem in
machine translation. M-NMT model leverages information from all the languages to improve itself and performs better.
We propose a data augmentation technique that further improves this model profoundly. The technique helps achieve
a jump of more than 15 points in BLEU score from the Multilingual NMT Model. A BLEU score of 36.2 was achieved
for Sindhi–English translation, which is higher than any score on the leaderboard of the LoResMT SharedTask at MT
Summit 2019, which provided the data for the experiments.

Keywords: Neural Machine Translation, Low Resource Languages, Multilingual Transformer, Deep Learning,
End-to-end Learning

Résumé
यूरल मशीन ांसलेशन (NMT) मॉडल एकल भाषी जोड़ का अनुवाद करने म स म ह, ले कन येक नई भाषा जोड़ के लए एक नए मॉडल क आव यकता होती ह।ै
म टी ल� वल यूरल मशीन ांसलेशन मॉडल (M-NMT) मॉडल कई भाषा जोड़े, यहां तक क वो जोड़े जो श ण म पहले नह देखे गए ह, उनका अनुवाद करने म भी
स म ह।ै समानांतर वा य क लभता मशीन अनुवाद म एक ात सम या ह।ै M-NMT मॉडल खुद को बेहतर बनाने और बेहतर दशन करने के लए सभी भाषा से
जानकार ा त करता ह।ै हम तुत शोध प म एक डेटा वृ तकनीक को ता वत करते ह जो इस मॉडल के दशन म बड़े दज का सुधार करती ह।ै हमार नई तकनीक,
M-NMT मॉडल से, BLEU कोर म 15 से अ धक अंक क छलांग हा सल करने म मदद करती ह।ै स�धी-अं ेजी अनुवाद के लए 36.2 का BLEU कोर हा सल
कया गया, जो MT Summit 2019 म LoResMT SharedTask के लीडरबोड पर कसी भी कोर से अ धक ह।ै LoResMT SharedTask के आयोजक
ारा दान कया डेटा, इस शोध प म कये गए योग के लए इ तेमाल आ ह।ै

1. Introduction

A lot of the models for end-to-end NMT are trained
for single language pairs. Google’s Multilingual NMT
(Johnson et al., 2017) is a single model capable of
translating to and from many languages. The model
is fed a token identifying a target language uniquely
along with the source language sentence. This al-
lows the model to translate between pairs for which
the model hasn’t seen parallel data, essentially zero-
shot translations. The model is also able to improve
upon individual translation qualities too by the help
of other languages. We propose to improve this qual-
ity further with a data-augmentation technique that’s
able to improve the BLEU scores two fold. The tech-
nique is simple and can work with any model. We
show that increasing the amount of data available for
training artificially with our technique in a way as sim-
ple as just swapping the source with target sentences
and using the same sentence as source and target can
improve the BLEU scores significantly. Also, we show
that since all language pairs share the same encoder
and the same decoder, in a case of transfer learning,
the model is able to leverage data from rich resource
language pairs for learning better translations for low-
resource pairs. Using Hindi–English data in training
improved the BLEU scores for {Bhojpuri, Sindhi, Ma-
gadhi}<>English. The structure of the present paper
is described as follows: Section 2 presents the state of
the art. Section 3 presents our proposed methodology.

Section 4 describes the corpora used in this research.
In section 5, we put forward our experiments and eval-
uations, perform an ablative analysis and compare our
system’s performance with other Google’s Neural Ma-
chine Translation(Johnson et al., 2017). Section 6,
compares our results with other methods that partici-
pated in the LoResMT Shared Task at the MT Summit
2019. Finally in Section 7, we state our conclusions and
perspectives for future research.

2. Related Work
Significant progress has been made in end-to-end NMT
Cho et al.(2014); Sutskeveret al.(2014); Bahdanau et
al.(2015); and some work has been done to adapt it to a
multilingual setting. But, before the mulitilingual ap-
proach of Johnson et al., 2017, none of the approaches
have a single model capable of dealing with multiple
language pairs in a many-to-many setting. Dong et
al.(2015) use different decoders and attention layers
for different target languages. Firat et al.(2016) use
a shared attention layer but an encoder per source
language and a decoder per target language. Lee et
al.(2017) use a single model with the whole model
shared across all pairs but it can only be used for a
single target language. The model proposed by John-
son et al.(2017) has a single model for a many-to-many
task and is able to perform in zero-shot setting too but
translating sentences between pairs whose parallel data
wasn’t seen by the model during training. Arivazhagan
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et al.(2019) also propose a model for zero-shot trans-
lation that improves upon Google’s Multilingual NMT
Model (Johnson et al., 2017) and achieves results on
par with pivoting. They propose English as the pivot
language and use the give the target language token to
the decoder instead of the encoder. In order to improve
the independence of encoder on source language the
similarity between all sentence vectors and their En-
glish parallel sentence embedding is maximised along
with the minimisation of the translation cross-entropy
loss. They use a discriminator and train the encoder
adversarially for similarity maximisation. Artetxe et
al.(2018) and Yang et al.(2018) also train the encoder
adversarially to learn a shared latent space.

3. The Proposed Methodology
The technique we propose is simple consists of four
components named Forward, Backward, Self and
High. Forward augmentation is the given data it-
self. Backward augmentation is generated by switch-
ing the source and target label in the Forward Data,
so the source sentence becomes the target sentence and
vice versa in parallel sentence pair. Self augmentation
is generated by using only the required language from
the parallel sentences and cloning them as their own
target sentences, so the source and target sentence are
the same. An example of the augmentations is shown
in Figure 1
We know that translation models improve with in-
crease in data and since we also have the same encoder
for every language, we can use a language pair that is
similar to the language pairs of the task and is a high
resource pair to further improve the encoder in encod-
ing source independent embeddings, for transfer learn-
ing through the Multilingual architecture of Johnson et
al.(2017) . So we propose Multilingual+ which uses
the above mentioned three augmentations (Forward,
Backward, Self) along with High augmentation; High
augmentation consists of high-resource language pairs,
like Hindi–English parallel data, in Forward, Backward
and Self augmentations. This helps in improving the
translation models of low resource pairs; {Bhojpuri,
Sindhi, Magadhi}<>English.

4. Dataset
Parallel data from four different language pairs are
used in the experiments. Following are the language
pairs along with the number of parallel sentences of
each pair:

1. Sindhi–English (29,014)

2. Magadhi–English (3,710)

3. Bhojpuri–English (28,999)

4. Hindi–English (1,561,840)
Data for pairs 1–3 were made available at the Shared
Task at MT Summit 2019. While data for pair 4 was
obtained from the IIT Bombay English–Hindi Corpus
(Kunchukuttan et al., 2018). The Train-Val-Test splits
were used as given by the respective data providers.

5. Experiments
We performed experiments on the Multingual+ model
and showed how the addition of each of augmentations
we proposed improves the performance by an ablative
analysis.
The basic architecture is the same as in Johnson
et al.(2017) with the difference of data that is fed.
The source sentences get a target language token
prepended. Joint Byte-Pair Encoding is learnt for sub-
word segmentation (Sennrich et al., 2016) to address
the problem of rare words. Following are the augmen-
tations included in Multinlingual+

• Forward
Sindhi-to-English, Bhojpuri-to-English, Magahi-
to-English

• Backward
English-to-Sindhi, English-to-Bhojpuri, English-
to-Magahi

• Self
Sindhi-to-Sindhi, Bhojpuri-to-Bhojpuri, Magahi-
to-Magahi, English-to-English

• High
Hindi-to-English, English-to-Hindi, Hindi-to-
Hindi

To understand how each augmentation improves the
BLEU score, we create 4 methods:

• Base
This is the standard model as used in (Johnson et
al., 2017), hence it uses only Forward and forms
our baseline.

• Base + Back
We add Backward augmentation to the baseline
model

• Base + Back + Self
We add Self & Backward augmentation to the
baseline.

• Multilingual+
This uses all the augmentations:High along with
Forward, Backward & Self.

Parameters and training procedures are set as in John-
son et al.(2017). PyTorch Sequence-to-Sequence li-
brary, fairseq (Ott et al., 2019), was used to run the
experiments.
Table 1 shows that Multilingual+ consistently out-
performs the others. The table also confirms that the
more augmentations you add to the Multilingual NMT
model (Johnson et al., 2017), the more it improves.
Adding Backward, then Self and then a new lan-
guage pair improved the results at each level. All the
BLEU scores reported, except star (∗) marked, are cal-
culated using SacreBLEU (Post, 2018) on the develop-
ment set provided.
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Figure 1: An example of different augments. Here the low resource pair of languages is English–Hindi, and the
high resource pair language set is English–French

Sin-to-Eng Eng-to-Sin Bho-to-Eng Eng-to-Bho Mag-to-Eng Eng-to-Mag
Base 15.74∗ – 6.11∗ – 2.46∗ –

Base + Back 18.09∗ 11.38∗ 5.01∗ 0.2 2.55∗ 0.2
Base + Back + Self 30.77∗ 18.98∗ 7.38∗ 0.6 4.61∗ 1.2
†Multilingual+ 36.2 28.8 15.6 3.7 13.3 3.5

Table 1: BLEU scores of different language pairs and directions in the different experiments.
∗Results on test data evaluated by the Shared Task at MT Summit 2019 committee.

† Not submitted for the SharedTask

6. Comparisons
We compared our results with other models submitted
at the LoResMT Shared Task at the MT Summit 2019.
The submission to the Shared Task followed a naming
convention to distinguish between different types of
corpora used, which we will follow too. The different
types of corpora and their abbreviations are as follows:

• Only the provided parallel corpora [-a]

• Only the provided parallel and monolingual cor-
pora [-b]

• Any provided corpora, plus publicly available cor-
pora; including e.g. pre-trained word2vec, [-c]

• Any provided corpora, plus any publicly exterior
corpora. [-d]

Using these abbreviations the methods were named in
the following manner”

<TeamCode>-<Language-and-Direction>-
<MethodName>-<Used-Corpora-Abbreviation>

Our Team Code was L19T3 and we submitted Base
(as Method_1), Base+Back (as Method_2) and
Base+Back+Self (as Method_3) all under -a cate-
gory. Multilingual+ was developed later. Table 2
shows the top 3 performers in different translation
directions along with Multilingual+.
Multilingual+ is the best performer in Sin-to-Eng
and Mag-to-Eng task, second best performer in
Eng-to-Sin and Bho-to-Eng tasks. These results show
the superiority of our simple approach. Our data
augmentation technique is comparable or better than
the best of the methods on the leaderboard of the
Shard Task.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented a simple data augmentation tech-
nique coupled with a multilingual transformer that
gives a jump of 15 points in BLEU score without any
new data and 20 points in BLEU score if a rich re-
source language pair is introduced, over a standard
multilingual transformer. It performs at par or bet-
ter than best models submitted at the Shared Task.
This demonstrates that a multilingual transformer is
sensitive to the amount of data used and a simple aug-
mentation technique like ours can provide a significant
boost in BLEU scores. With back-translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2016) being established as a successful
approach to augment and train a better translation
model, it can be coupled with our approach to experi-
ment and analyse the effectiveness of this amalgam.
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